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[57] ABSTRACT 
Freezing mould bags are disclosed. having a plurality of 
mould compartments. which communicate with each 
other and. in turn. with a liquid inlet. The liquid inlet 
and the mould compartments are de?ned by a pattern of 
joints or sealiugs between two opposed bag sheets con 
stituting the bag walls. The mould bags are wel1~suited 
for preparing ice pieces of the ice "cube“-type. but may 
also be used for other purposes. 
The questions raised in reexamination request No. 
90/000,090. ?led October 15. 1981 has been considered 
and the results thereof are re?ected in this reissue 
patent which constitutes the reexamination certi?cate 
required by 35 U.S.C. 307 as provided in 37 CFR 
1.570(e). 
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FREEZING MOULD BAG 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica' 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

The present invention relates to a freezing mould bag 
for preparing ice pieces. 

Heretofore socalled ice cubes have been prepared in 
relatively shallow and partitioned trays which are ?lled 
with liquid and placed in a freezer, e.g. the freezer com‘ 
partment ofa refrigerator. Such open mould trays are to 
be disposed horizontally in the freezer in order to avoid 
spillage of liquid from the trays. Accordingly, the num. 
ber of trays, which may be disposed in a freezer. is 
limited and, thereby, the number of ice cubes which 
may be prepared at one time is restricted. 
US. Pat. No. 2,964,920 discloses a mould bag which, 

after being ?lled with water,juice or the like, is inserted 
between two hinged grid elements or trays which are 
thereafter closed around the ?lled bag, whereby the bag 
is locally clamped to provide a number of mould com 
partments ?lled with liquid. 

After the freezing, the hinged grid elements have to 
be removed from the mould bag and the ice pieces may, 
thereafter, be broken from each other. either while still 
located in the bag or after the ice pieces have been 
removed from the bag as an integral block. 

This prior art freezing mould bag must necessarily 
have a certain strength, since the bag must be able to 
carry the weight of the entire mount of liquid and, 
moreover, the bag may not burst during the clamping of 
the bag in ?lled condition. Thus, a relatively strong 
sheet must be used for the bag and this fact in connec 
tion with the necessity of the particular grid elements 
for clamping the ?lled bag causes substantial costs. 
Moreover, the grid or tray elements are complicating 
factors both during the dividing of the ?lled bags into 
smaller compartments and during the removal of the 
prepared ice pieces as well. 

French Pat. No. 2,271,520 also discloses a freezing 
mould bag. This prior art mould bag is, however, pri 
marily designed for preparing a few and relatively big 
ice bars which are to remain in the bag during use for 
cooling purposes, and the bag is adapted to collect and 
retain the melting liquid. 
The structure disclosed is not suitable for preparing 

larger numbers of small sized ice pieces which may be 
removed from the mould bag in a simple manner before 
use, e.g. for cooling drinks or the like. 
The present invention provides a freezing mould bag 

in the shape ofa foil bag divided into compartments and 
having at least one ?lling opening, and wherein said 
division into compartments is provided by joining to 
gether two opposed bag wall sheets, said ?lling opening 
communicating with at least one ?rst mould compart 
ment. The moulding bag is characterized in that further 
mould compartments communicate with each other and 
with said ?rst mould compartment through openings 
between said compartment de?ning joints. 
Due to the particular division of the mould bag ac 

cording to the invention in several smaller mould com 
partments, a complicating and cost involving mecha‘ 
nism for clamping the bag is completely super?uous. 
The mould bag may, moreover, be made ofa rather thin 
sheet material, preferably a thin and ?exible plastic 
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2 
sheet material and the mould bag may then be used as a 
disposable bag which may easily be torn when the pre 
pared ice pieces are to be removed from the bag. 
When ?lling the mould bag according to the inven 

tion with liquid. with ?lling opening ofthe bag may e.g. 
be placed around a water cock. The liquid may flow 
from compartment to compartment which are ?lled and 
distended successively. Since the empty mould bag may 
be completely ?at. the amount of air which has to es 
cape from the interior of the bag during the ?lling 
thereof. will be limited. In most cases it is not necessary 
to take speci?c measures in order to make sure that air 
may escape from the bag during the ?lling thereof, but 
if desired there may be provided e.g. two ?lling open 
ings. only one opening being used for ?lling of liquid 
while air may escape through the other opening. 

After being ?lled with liquid, the mould bag accord 
ing to the invention may be closed off in a liquid-proof 
manner, and a number of ?lled bags may thereafter be 
disposed or stacked in a freezer without considering the 
orientation of the bags. However, the ?lled mould bags 
may also be suspended on hangers or racks in a freezer 
and several bags ?lled with liquid can be suspended 
hanging freely from the same hanger in this manner 
without necessarily having the ?lling openings of the 
bags closed off in a completely liquid-proof manner. 
The frozen ice pieces may easily be removed by tear 

ing the mould bag. In that connection, it is a particular 
advantage of the bag according to the invention that the 
ice pieces may be removed individually and, accord 
ingly, it is possible to remove a desired number of ice 
pieces whereafter the mould bag with remaining ice 
pieces may be disposed in the freezer again for later use. 
Due to the structure of the freezing mould bag, it is 

possible to prepare ice pieces having several various 
shapes. However, the ice pieces will get a biconvex 
cross-section, and pillow- or Iense-like shapes would, 
therefore, be preferred. However, various ?gures such 
as ?shes or the like may also be prepared. 
The freezing r'n'ould bag according to the invention is 

also well-suited for use as a disposable package or sales 
package for ice products of various types, including 
socalled "freeze-it-yourseli" ice. 

In the following, the invention will be explained in 
further detail, based on speci?c embodiments and with 
reference to the drawings wherein 
FIG. I shows a continuous web including freezing 

mould bags in accordance with a ?rst embodiment of 
the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken on II——ll in FIG. I, 

but showing the condition after ?lling of the bag 
with liquid; 

FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken on III-—III in FIG. 1, 
but showing the condition after ?lling the bag with 
liquid; 

FIG. 4a-4e are schematic illustrations of various 
alternative possibilities of de?ning mould compartments 
in a freezing mould bag according to the invention; 

FIG. 5 shows a further embodiment ofthe mould bag 
according to the invention; 

FIG. 6 shows still another embodiment of the mould 
bag according to the invention; 
FIG. 7 is a side view schematically illustrating how 

closing flaps may be provided in mould bags according 
to the invention by folding the bag walls; and 
FIG. 8 is a partial plan view showing a mould bag 

according to the invention provided with closing ?aps 
in accordance with FIG. 7. 
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Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 1 shows a web 
1 including a series of mould bags 2 made ofthin plastic 
foils, the bag being connected at tear-off lines 3 so that 
the bags may be separated from each other in the same 
manner as known in connection with plastic bags for 
domestic or similar uses. The two opposed sides or 
walls of each bag are joined at certain areas which are 
indicated by hatchings in FIG. I, and thereby are sev 
eral compartments de?ned between the two sides or bag 
walls. In the embodiment of FIG. 1, the compartments 
include two funnel shaped openings 4 and 5, the con 
fronting edges thereof de?ning a slit 6 extending from a 
location adjacent to the narrowest portion of the fun 
nels and all the way out to the tear-off line 3 or even 
beyond that line. 
The funnels 5 and 6 communicate at their narrowest 

ends with respective ?rst mould compartments 7' being 
a part of respective rows of compartments 7 which 
communicate with each other through short connection 
channels 8. In the embodiment of FIG. I, there is only 
one connection channel 8 between successive mould 
chambers 7 and, accordingly. there is only one flow 
path from one funnel, through the mould compartments 
and then to the other funnel. However, additional trans 
verse connection channels or openings may be pro 
vided, if necessary or desired. At the level of the nar 
rowest portions of the two funnels there may be pro 
vided two pairs of holes 9, l0, which may be used for 
suspending a mould bag 2 on a hanger or the like after 
the bag has been folded at a folding line indicated at It 
in FIG. 1. 
When the mould bag 2 is to be used for freezing ice 

pieces, the bag is separated from the web 1. Thereafter, 
the bag is ?lled with liquid, eg by inserting one ofthe 
two funnels 4, 5 over an ordinary water cock which is 
then opened for a suf?ciently long time to ?ll the com 
partments of the bag 2 with water. Any air present in 
the interior of the bag 2 will be expelled through the 
other funnel by the in?owing water. The ?lling is con 
tinued until all compartments have been ?lled and the 
water will cause the mould compartments and the con 
nection channels to bulge as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. 

If the ?lled mould bag is to be disposed horizontally 
during the freezing of the water in the compartments 7, 
the ?lling end ofthe bag including the funnels 4 and Sis 
closed off, eg by twisting the funnels 4. 5 together and 
by closing them by means of an appropriate clamp or a 
wire. Alternatively, the bag may be closed off simply by 
tying the two funnels together in one or more knots. 

If, on the other hand. the ?lled mould bag 2 is to be 
disposed in e.g. a deep-freezer in which space is avail 
able to suspend the bag in a vertical position, then the 
?lling end ofthe bag may be folded at the folding line 11 
between the two pairs of holes 9, 10 so that the holes 9 
are aligned with the respective holes 10, whereafter the 
bag may be suspended on a hanger or on other suitable 
suspending means (not shown). 
When the frozen ice pieces are to be used. a mould 

bag is removed from the freezer and the ice pieces are 
released from the bag by squeezing them out through 
the thin plastic sheet material. The ice pieces may be 
released. beginning from one end of the bag and when a 
desired number of ice pieces has been released, the bag 
and remaining ice pieces therein may thereafter be dis 
posed in the freezer again. The ice pieces will be con 
nected to each other by thin ice bridges formed in or by 
the connection channels 8. but such ice bridges may 
easily be broken, when releasing the ice pieces. When 
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4 
the mould bag 2 has been emptied, it is disposed of as it 
cannot be reused due to the tearing of the plastic mate 
rial. Since the plastic material may be very thin, the 
disposed bag does not represent any substantial waste of 
material. 

In order to be able to remove pieces of plastic mate~ 
rial which may stick to the released ice pieces, the plas 
tic sheet material may appropriately be coloured. 
FIGS. 4a-4e show various alternative possibilities of 

designing the portion of the bag 2 in which the mould 
compartments 7 and the connection channels 8 are lo 
cated. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 4b there is, as 
will appear, no speci?c arrangements to have air ex 
pelled from the interior of the bag since this embodi~ 
ment is based on the fact that the bag may be ?at before 
the ?lling thereof and, accordingly, it does not contain 
any substantial amount of air. 

In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 4c, the sealing 
lines which de?ne the mould compartments 7 are wave 
shaped, resulting in the ice pieces being provided with 
serrated edges which facilitate bringing the sheet mate 
rial to burst during the release of ice pieces and which 
also have a decorative effect on the ice pieces prepared. 
The embodiments illustrated in FIGS. 4a-4e should 

only be considered as examples, since many other 
shapes of the mould compartments 7 and the boundary 
surfaces or sides thereof may be contemplated. Thus, 
e.g. the square pattern of FIG. 4e with wave edges may 
be replaced by a honeycomb like pattern with or with 
out wave edges. The mould compartments 7 may also 
be shaped in order to provide ice pieces shaped as e.g. 
small ?shes or other animals. 

In order to facilitate the removal or release of the ice 
[pices,] pieces, the mould bag 2 may be held under a 
water cock so that the outer layer of the ice melts, 
whereby the ice pieces are detached from the plastic 
sheet material. 

It is not necessary to have two funnels as in FIG. 1, 
since as mentioned in connection with FIG. 4b above, 
the air may be expelled from the interior of the bag by 
striking the bag flat before ?lling. 

FIG. 5 shows a further embodiment of the freezing 
mould bag according to the invention. In this embodi 
ment, the two bag sheets are joined together to provide 
substantially circular mould compartments arranged in 
rows. Each compartment communicates with adjacent 
compartments. the circular boundary of each compart 
ment overlapping the corresponding boundaries of the 
respective adjacent compartments to some extent. The 
joined or sealed areas are indicated by hatchings in 
FIG. 5. 

In the embodiment according to FIG. 5, the ?lling 
opening of the bag is designed as a funnel shaped con 
duit Z0 de?ned by sealings between the two bag sheets. 
The funnel shaped conduit 20 communicates with a ?rst 
mould compartment 7' from which liquid may flow on 
to all subsequent or further mould compartments. 

Also this embodiment may be closed off after ?lling 
with liquid either by tying a knot on that bag portion 
including the funnel 20 or by means ofa suitable clamp 
or corresponding means which is disposed on or around 
the funnel 20 to close it. The mould bag shown may also 
have an opening 21 whereby the bag may be suspended 
in ?lled condition and in that case it is not strictly neces 
sary to close the ?lling conduit 20. 

FIG. 6 shows yet another embodiment ofthe freezing 
mould bag according to the invention in which the 
mould compartments are de?ned by linear joints con 
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trary to the embodiment according to FIG. 5 in which 
the compartments are de?ned by joined or sealed areas. 

In FIG. 6. the ?lling opening is also designed as a 
funnel shaped inlet conduit 22 in the farm ofa central 
?lling channel having a central ?lling channel axis and 
communicating with a ?rst mould compartment 7' 
which. in turn. communicates with the other mould 
compartments 7. However. the inlet conduit 22 is not 
provided in a neck shaped portion of the bag as in FIG. 
5. The mould bag is instead generally rectangular in 
shape and in the area immediately above the upper 
mould compartments there are provided two slit shaped 
cuts 23 extending from respective side edges of the bag 
and to a point immediately outside the sealings de?ning 
the inlet conduit 22. The cuts 23 divide the bag into lower 
portion 230 and an upper portion 23!). As illustrated in 
FIG. 6. the cuts 23 are collinear. The latter sealings de me 
the central ?lling channel side edges. which are substan~ 
tiall_ v equally spaced from the ?lling channel axis and from 
the side edges of the bag. 
With this arrangement of the top or ?lling end ofthe 

mould bag. a particular closing technique may be used 
after the bag has been ?lled with liquid. The bag por 
tions 23b outside of the cuts 23. which extend in the 
direction of said ?lling channel axis between a ?rst trans 
verse plane passing through the opening of the ?lling chan 
nel and a second transverse plane spaced from the first 
transverse plane along the ?lling axis and passing through 
the cuts. may be folded (downwardly in FIG. 6) one or 
several times along transverse folding lines and thereaf 
ter the two wings thus provided may be moved toward 
each other, whereafter they may be tied together in a 
knot so that the inlet conduit 22 will be closed. 
The arrangement shown in FIG. 6 as to the top of the 

mould bag is, moreover, advantageous in that no waste 
in the shape of severed sheet material will occur as will 
be the case when preparing a mould bag as that of FIG. 
5. 

In the embodiment according to FIG. 5. the mould 
compartments may also be de?ned by linear joints in a 
similar manner as in FIG. 6 and the embodiment ac 
cording to FIG. 5 may also be provided with a top or 
inlet end similar to that of FIG. 6. 
As mentioned above. the various embodiments of the 

freezing mould bag according to the invention may be 
particularly adapted for closing after ?lling with liquidI 
or they may be adapted to be suspended in ?lled condi 
tion. 
However, if desired the various embodiments may 

also be provided with valve means of the check valve 
type which. when the bag has been ?lled with liquid, 
prevents that liquid flows back or out through the ?ll 
ing opening. Such valve means may e.g. be a suitable lip 
or duckbill valve appropriately inserted e.g. as indi 
cated schematically and with dotted lines at 24 in FIG. 
5. 
However, the valve means may also simply consist of 

at least one suitably flexible and movable closing flap 
inserted and attached between the bag wall sheets. 
A closing flap arrangement may also be provided by 

means of the big wall sheets. As indicated in FIG. 7. the 
upper part of the two bag sheets may be folded back 
wardly and inwardly to provide two ?aps 25. These 
?aps may, as shown in FIG. 8, form a closing arrange 
ment in a transverse conduit 26 which, moreover, may 
serve as a liquid distributing conduit. Flaps with similar 
functions may also be provided by inserting separate 
sheets between the two bag wall sheets. 
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6 
In the embodiments described above. the ?lling open 

ings are shaped as one or more funnel shaped inlet con 
duits which is advantageous during the ?lling of the 
bags with liquid. Such a funnel shaped inlet is. however. 
not strictly necessary since e.g. the respective ?rst or 
?rst lying mould compartments 7' may serve as inlet 
chambers. Just to illustrate that, the neck shaped inlet of 
the embodiment according to FIG. 5 could be com~ 
pletely omitted and a water cock or similar device 
could then be inserted in the compartment 7' when 
?lling the bag with liquid. After the ?lling, the opening 
could then be closed in a suitable manner e.g. by means 
of a transverse heat sealing. 
The various mould compartments of the freezing 

mould bag according to the invention may be de?ned. 
shaped and connected in several ways as long as all 
compartments may be ?lled with liquid from the ?lling 
opening of the bag. However, in order to have a proper 
liquid distribution it is preferred that each mould com» 
partment communicates with all surrounding or adja 
cent compartments. e.g. as in the embodiments of FIGS. 
5 and 6. 
The compartment de?ning joints in the mould bag 

according to the invention may be sealed areas e.g. as in 
FIG. 1 or in FIG. 5. However. as to manufacture. it 
may be advantageous that the joints are linear. e.g. as in 
F105. 4a-4e or as in FIG. 6. 
The joints or sealings may be provided as heat seal 

ings, including high frequency weldings or by means of 
suitable adhesives. 
Mould bags according to the invention are preferably 

made of relatively thin plastic foil materials. Examples 
of suitable materials are polyethylene. polypropylene or 
polyvinyl-chloride. 
The mould bags according to the invention may be 

prepared and marketed in the shape of continuous webs 
of the type shown in FIG. 1. but the bags may also be 
prepared individually and be marketed e.g. in bundles 
which may be inserted on a hanger or similar means by 
holes and the hanger may go with the mould bags for 
use in a deep freezer or other freezing compartment 
permitting vertical suspension of the bags. 
Mould bags according to the invention may also be 

used to market prefrozen ice pieces including batches of 
ice cream and ice with various additives and in such 
cases the mould bags with their contents may be dis 
posed in freezing vitrines in the shops. 

Finally, mould bags according to the invention are 
well-suited for marketing and distribution of socalled 
"freeze-it-yourself‘-ice and in such cases the mould 
bags are pre?lled with liquid and sealed on the manufac 
turing site. Alternatively, the mould bags may be sold 
together with a container with the liquid for freezing, 
and the consumers may then ?ll and freeze the mould 
bags with liquid from such a container. 

I claim: ' 

l. A disposable freezing mould bag for receiving and 
retaining therein liquid to be frozen into a plurality of 
objects suitable for human consumption. and for being 
destroyed to gain access to the frozen objects. the 
mould bag comprising: ?rst and second generally rect 
angular opposed sheets of thin and flexible [plastics] 
plastic material de?ning the walls of the mould bag, said 
opposed sheets having top edges. bottom edges and side 
edges, and being ?at and lying in contact with one 
another prior to the bag being ?lled with liquid; said 
?rst and second opposed sheets being heat sealed at a 
plurality of positions spaced over selected portions of 
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the sheets, with the exception ofde?ned unsealed por 
lions for receiving the liquid to be frozen; 

the unsealed portions in a lower generally rectangular 
portion of the bag de?ning a plurality of intercon‘ 
nected compartments of substantially the same 
con?guration, the compartments being intercon 
nected by channels of reduced cross-sectional area. 
the walls of the compartments being de?ned by 
said opposed sheets. and being in substantial 
contact with each other prior to ?lling of the bag 
and each being distended away from the other by 
the liquid to be frozen after ?lling of the bag, said 
?rst and second opposed sheets being ofa thickness 
so as to be rupturable at said unsealed compart‘ 
ments to facilitate removal of the frozen objects 
from the bag; [and] 

the unsealed portions in an upper generally rectangu 
lar portion ofthe bag de?ning a central ?lling chan 
nel having side edges substantially equally spaced 
from a ?lling channel axis and from side edges of the 
bag and extending from an opening at the top edge 
of the bag to at least one of said compartments so 
that liquid entering the opening ofsaid ?lling chan 
nel ?ows into, distends. and ?lls all ofthe compart 
ments; and 

cuts formed in an area of the bag immediately above the 
compartments in the lower portion of the bag, the cuts 
extending inwardly from each of the side edges of the 
bag and terminating at points spaced outwardly of the 
side edges of the ?lling channel so that ?rst and sec 
ond substantially rectangular upper portions are de 
?ned between said cuts and the top edges of said ?rst 
and second opposed sheets. the upper portions being 
positioned on respective sides of said ?lling channel 
and extending transversely outwardly relative to the 
axis of the ?lling channel to the opposite side edges of 
the sheets, said upper portions extending in the direc 
tion of said ?lling channel axis between a ?rst trans 
verse plane passing through the opening of said ?llt'ng 
channel and a second transverse plane spaced from 
said ?rst transverse plane along the ?lling axis and 
passing through said cuts in the area immediately 
above the compartments. said outwardly extending 
?rst and second upper portions being foldable down 
wardly along transverse folding lines to de?ne opposed 
wing means separate from the lower portion of the bag 
containing the compartments. said wing means being 
sufficient in transverse length to permit the wing 
means to be tied together in a knot so that the tied 
wing means completely close the ?lling channel once 
the bag is ?lled with liquid to be frozen: 

said bag being ?at when un?lled, adapted to receive 
liquid through said ?lling channel to all of said 
compartments to bulge the walls of the compart 
ments due to the presence of the liquid, and adapted 
to form a frozen mass de?ned by all of said com 
partments and unsealed channel areas therebe 
tween, said frozen mass in the channels between 
compartments being readily breakable when the 
compartments are ruptured to gain access to the 
frozen objects in the compartments. 

[2v The freezing mould bag of claim 1. and further 
comprising ?rst and second wings de?ned by said ?rst 
and second opposed sheets, located on respective sides 
of said ?lling channel and extending outwardly there 
from toward the opposite side edges of the sheets. said 
wings being sized and shaped so as to enable them to be 
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tied together to close the ?lling channel once the bag is 
?lled with liquid to be frozen] 

[3. A freezing mould bag according to claim 2. 
wherein said ?rst and second wings are generally rect 
angular.] 

4. A freezing mould bag according to claim 1, 
wherein only one of said compartments is in ?uid com 
munication with said gap, and wherein each of said 
compartments is in ?uid communication with all adja 
cent compartments. 

5. A freezing mould bag according to claim 4 wherein 
said compartments are iii a regular pattern of rows and 
columns. 

6. A freezing mould bag according to claim 1, 
wherein said ?lling channel is a funnel shaped conduit. 

7. A freezing mould bag according to claim 1, 
wherein each compartment communicates with all adja~ 
cent compartments. 

8. A freezing mould bag according to claim 1. 
wherein the compartments are arranged as several rows 
of circular compartments between the ?rst and second 
opposed sheets. 

9. A freezing mould bag according to claim 1, 
wherein said compartments are de?ned by linear heat 
sealings between the ?rst and second opposed sheets. 

10. A freezing mould bag according to claim 9, 
wherein said linear heat sealings are interrupted lines. 

11. A freezing mould bag according to claim 9. 
wherein said linear heat sealings are wave-shaped lines. 

12. A freezing mould bag according to claim 1, 
wherein said ?lling channel is provided with valve 
means adapted to prevent liquid from ?owing back and 
out through the ?lling channel. 

13. A freezing mould bag according to claim [2, 
wherein said valve means includes at least one movable 
closing ?ap. 

14. A freezing mould bag according to claim 13, 
wherein said closing ?ap is a folded portion of at least 
one of said bag wall sheets. 

15. A freezing mould bag according to claim 1, 
wherein said bag further includes means for venting air 
from said bag as said bag is being ?lled with liquid. 

16. .4 disposable freezing mould bag for receiving and 
retaining therein liquid to be frozen into a plurality of 
objects suitable for human consumption. and for being 
destroyed to gain access to the frozen objects. the mould 
bag comprising: 
?rst and second generally rectangular opposed sheets of 

thin and flexible plastic material defining the walls of 
the mould bag, said opposed sheets having top edges. 
bottom edges and side edges. and being flat and lying 
in contact with one another prior to the bag being 
?lled with liquid: 

said ?rst and second opposed sheets being heat sealed at 
a plurality of positions spaced over selected portions of 
the sheets. with the exception of defined unsealed 
portions for receiving the liquid to be frozen.‘ 

the unsealed portions in a lower generally rectangular 
portion of the bag de?ning a plurality of intercon 
nected compartments oj'generally circular con?gura 
tion. the circles being so arranged that horizontally 
and vertically adjacent circles overlap to de?ne chan 
nels of reduced cross-sectional area interconnecting 
adjacent compartments. the peripheral edges of the 
sheets in the lower portion of the bag and remaining 
areas between adjacent compartments being com 
pletely heat sealed so as to provide a pattern oj‘heat 
sealed areas covering the entire lower portion with the 
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exception of the interconnected compartments. the 
walls of the compartments being de?ned by said op 
posed sheets. and being in substantial contact with 
each other prior to ?lling of the bag and each being 
distended away from the other by the liquid to be 
frozen after ?lling of the bag. said ?rst and second 
opposed sheets being of a thickness so as to be ruptur 
able at said unsealed compartments to facilitate re 
moval of the frozen objects from live bag.‘ 

the unsealed portions in an upper generally rectangular 
portion of the bag cooperating with sealed portions to 
de?ne a central ?lling channel having side edges 
substantially equally spaced from a ?lling channel 
axis and from side edges of the bag and extending 
from an opening at the top edge of the bag to at least 
one of said compartments so that liquid entering the 
opening of said ?lling channel ?ows into. distends. 
and ?lls all of the compartments.‘ 

cuts formed in an area of the bag immediatehI above the 
compartments in the lower portion of the bag. the cuts 
extending inwardly front each of the side edges of the 
bag and terminating at points spaced outwardly of the 
side edges of the ?lling channel so that ?rst and sec 
ond substantially rectangular upper portions are de 
?ned between said cuts and the top edges of said ?rst 
attd second opposed sheets. the upper portions being 
positioned on respective sides of said ?lling channel 
and extending transversely outwardly relative to the 
axis of the ?lling channel to the opposite side edges of 
the sheets. said upper portions extending in the direc 
tion of said ?lling channel axis between a ?rst trans 
verse plane passing through the opening of said ?lling 
channel and a second transverse plane spaced from 
said ?rst transverse plane along the ?lling axis and 
passing through said cuts in the area immediately 35 
above the compartments. said outwardly extending 
?rst and second upper portions being foldable down 
wardly along transverse folding lines to de?ne opposed 
wing means separate from the lower portion of the bag 
containing the compartments. said wing means being 40 
suj?cient in transverse length to permit the wing 
means to be tied together in a knot so that the tied 
wing means completely close the ?lling channel once 
the bag is ?lled with liquid to be frozen: 
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10 
said bag being ?at when un?lled. adapted to receive 

liquid through said?lling channel to all of said c0m~ 
partments to bulge the walls of the compartments due 
to the presence of the liquid. and adapted to form a 
frozen mass de?ned by all of said compartments and 
unsealed channel areas therebetween when said ?lled 
bag is subjected to a temperature suf?cienllr low to 
freeze the liquid. said frozen mass in the channels 
between compartments being readily breakable when 
tlte compartments arc ruptured to gain access to the 
frozen objects in the compartments. 

17. A disposable freezing mould bag according to claim 
I. wherein peripheral edges of the sheets in the lower por 
tion of the bag are heat sealed to each other. 

18. A disposable freezing mould bag according to claim 
l6. wherein said ?lling channel is a funnel shaped conduit 
de?ned by sealings between the two opposed sheets. the 
sealing: diverging outwardly and upwardly from only one 
of said compartments. - 

19. A disposable freezing mould bag according to claim 
I. wherein said ?lling channel is de?ned by sealings ex 
tending upwardly from said at least one of said compart 
ments. 

20. The freezing mould bag of claim I. wherein the side 
edges of the bag adjacent outer ends of said cuts are collin 
ear. 

2]. The freezing mould bag of claim 16. wherein the side 
edges of the bag adjacent outer ends of said cuts are collin 
ear. 

22. The freezing mould bag of claim I. wherein top edges 
of said opposed sheets are heat sealed to each other on both 
sides of the ?lling channel. 

23. The freezing mould bag of claim 16. wherein top 
edges of said opposed sheets are heat sealed to each other on 
both sides of the ?lling channel. 

24. The freezing mould bag of claim I. wherein said cuts 
are slit shaped cuts so that adjacent edges of the upper and 
lower portions of the bag are closely spaced from each 
other. 

25. The freezing mould bag of claim 16. wherein said 
cuts are slit shaped cuts so that adjacent edges of the upper 
and lower portions of the bag are closely spaced from each 
other. 
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